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Abstract²This paper proposes an automated classifier
generation system for application-level mobile traffic
identification. The proposed system comprises traffic classifier
generation system architecture and mobile traffic measurement
agents (mTMAs) that are installed on mobile devices to monitor
their application-level traffic. To generate classifiers, our
adaptive algorithm selects the lowest cost classifiers from among
the available classifier candidates, while assuring acceptable
identification accuracy. To verify the efficacy of the proposed
identification system, we implemented and deployed it on a
campus network. The results of mobile application traffic
identification obtained using the system in this deployment are
also presented in this paper.
Keywords²Mobile application traffic identification, mobile
traffic measurement and analysis, mobile application classifier,
automated classifier generation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Application traffic identification is an important step toward
understanding network usage, providing high quality network
services, deterring malicious attacks, and managing selfishapplication traffic. Application-level mobile traffic identification is challenging because of the wide variety of mobile
devices and their applications as well as the difference
between mobile application and traditional Internet application
traffic patterns. Nowadays, the number and the volume of
mobile applications are rapidly increasing. Electronics manufacturers are producing various types of mobile devices, such
as smartphones and smart tablets, on which people run a variety of applications. According to [1], as of March 2011 there
were more than 200,000 Android and 300,000 iPhone applications available and their numbers are increasing every day.
To accurately identify mobile applications at a low cost, we
need to investigate which traffic identification methods are
suitable for mobile applications by considering their traffic
patterns. Although current mobile traffic patterns (high perceThis research was supported by World Class University program funded
by Ministry of Education, Science and Technology through the National Research Foundation of Korea (R31-10100) and the KCC (Korea Communications
Commission), Korea, under the ³Novel Study on Highly Manageable Network
and Service Architecture for New Generation´ support program supervised by
the KCA (Korea Communications Agency) (KCA-2011-10921-05003).

ntage of HTTP traffic and smaller flow size [2][3][4]) are not
as complicated as other types of Internet traffic patterns like
P2P traffic, some mobile applications (e.g., Skype) can
disguise their traffic or use encryption [5][6]. In this paper, we
do not specify one traffic identification method for all mobile
applications (i.e., we do not adopt a one-size-fits-all approach).
We assume that traffic identification methods can be different
for different mobile applications. Thus, we define the knowledge for mobile application identification as a classifier that
represents NH\IHDWXUHVRIHDFKPRELOHDSSOLFDWLRQ¶VWUDIILF.
One difficulty faced in the generation of this knowledge for
mobile traffic identification is the collection of ground truth
data for mobile applications. To collect these data, we need to
install additional measurement agents on target devices [7].
However, mobile devices lack computational processing
power and have limited memory compared to PCs and
computing servers. These constraints make it difficult to
collect ground truth data for mobile application traffic from
mobile devices.
This paper focuses on a method of automated generation of
classifiers that can effectively identify mobile applications.
Our proposed architecture including mobile traffic measurement agents (mTMAs) can generate mobile traffic classifiers
automatically and collect ground truth data for validation. Our
proposed solution also includes an adaptive algorithm that
automatically finds low-cost accurate classifiers by analyzing
the available classifier candidates. To confirm the efficacy of
our system (and algorithm), we implemented and deployed it
on our campus network using mTMAs for the Android OSes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes previous research on mobile traffic identification
and the categorization of classifiers used in traffic
identification. Section III presents our proposed mobile traffic
classifier generation architecture and mTMAs. In Section IV,
we discuss our proposed adaptive algorithm for automated
classifier generation, while Section V validates our proposed
system and algorithm. Finally, we summarize our work and
discuss some possible future work in Section VI.
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II.

RELATED WORK

A. Analysis of Mobile Traffic
Previous studies measured and analyzed both mobile traffic
and the characteristics of mobile networks. Maier et al. [2]
analyzed hand-held mobile device traffic from residential
broadband DSL lines and manually identified mobile traffic
based on HTTP user-agent strings. The result of their analysis
indicated that iPhone and iPod touch traffic dominate mobile
traffic (86±97% of hand-held mobile HTTP traffic and 71±87%
of the devices overall) and that HTTP is the most used protocol
(80±97% of all hand-held mobile traffic by volume). Falaki et
al. [3] analyzed smartphone traffic generated by Windows
Mobile and Android smartphones. Their application-level
analysis included port distribution (HTTP and HTTPS
comprised almost 80% of the traffic) and per-process traffic
usage (browsing comprised more than half of the traffic:
58.02%). Analysis of campus Wi-Fi network packet traces by
Gember et al. [4] indicated that more than 90% of mobile
application traffic uses HTTP and HTTPS.
The results of these studies indicated that the vast majority
of HTTP and HTTPS application protocol traffic is generated
by mobile device applications. However, these studies used
manual analysis, which involves laborious effort and cannot
provide precise or detailed application-level information on
mobile traffic. Their protocol classification methods depend on
port-matching, which is known to have low accuracy. Another
characteristic of mobile traffic is the preponderance of inbound
traffic [3][9]. The size of the responses received by most
mobile devices are larger than that of requests sent, which
implies that most mobile applications run as clients in the
client-server architecture.
B. Classifiers in Existing Approaches
Traffic identification approaches in previous studies are
categorized into three groups: session-based approaches,
content-based approaches, and statistics-based approaches.
Typical session-based approaches include port matching
and session behavior modeling methods. Port matching
matches the port numbers in each packet or flow with wellknown port numbers [10]. It guarantees only 50±70% accuracy
in conventional Internet traffic [11]. Behavior modeling
matches each traffic graph pattern based on flow information.
One such behavior modeling method, BLINC [12], uses graphs
and traffic patterns represented by a set of 4-tuples {source IP
address, destination IP address, source port number, destination
port number} as classifiers. However, although the authors
insist that BLINC classifies 80±90% (completeness) of the
traffic with more than 95% accuracy, its level of accuracy
actually depends on how correctly we model traffic patterns.
Content-based traffic identification deals with signatures of
applications. The signature matching method [9] maps
signatures to applications or application groups. The signature
matching operation, whose comparison cost is high, guarantees
high accuracy if there is no flaw in the manual creation of the
signatures. Automated methods for creation of signatures have
been proposed to reduce the amount of effort extended in
signature creation process, which currently requires major
manual exertion. Our earlier work, the LASER method [2], is a
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modified version of the longest common sequence (LCS)
algorithm that automatically ascertains the pattern in a SDFNHW¶V
payload. The motif-finding algorithm, proposed in [8],
automatically generates accurate signatures. However, the cost
of operation for both methods is high. Both require a lot of
computational power and a large amount of memory.
The statistics-based approach uses classifiers as a group of
non-deterministic features. The classification techniques used
in this approach convert flows to a predetermined number of
clusters and determine classifiers according to the following
constraints: port number, number of packets, flow duration,
average packet size of a flow, packet inter-arrival time, etc. Lim
et al. [14], from their analysis of different features and
algorithms that can be used to traffic classification, report that
this technique performs surprising well in terms of accuracy.
However, many applications have yet to be verified on more
complex traffic in terms of efficacy and performance (e.g., P2P
file sharing).
III.

MOBILE TRAFFIC CLASSIFIER GENERATION SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present the architecture of our automated
classifier generation system. The definitions for various terms
used in our system are first presented, after which we discuss
our proposed architecture including mTMAs.
A. Definition of Mobile Traffic Classifier
In this paper, we define a classifier as a rule for classifying
traffic. A rule can express the distinguishing characteristics of
the application traffic shown in captured packets or flows such
as unique port numbers, a tuple of {IP, Port}, and substrings of
a payload. The term signature is mostly used to indicate a
pattern of bytes in the packet payload [13]. In accordance with
this definition, classifiers can be port matching rules, signature
matching rules, or even statistics-based traffic identification
rules.
On the basis of the definition of classifier, we define a
mobile traffic classifier as a collection of rules for identifying
mobile application traffic. In this paper, we select the following
mobile traffic rules as mobile traffic classifiers: ³destination IP
address´ and ³port numbers´ reflecting client and server
architecture in mobile device environments, ³HTTP Host´ and
³HTTP User-agent´ formatted fields for HTTP traffic, and the
³LCS substrings´ [2] focusing on a small amount of non-HTTP
mobile traffic. Some types of mobile traffic rules can
accurately identify certain mobile applications at a low cost,
but cannot identify other mobile applications. For instance, the
IP subnet rule can identify a popular instant messaging mobile
app called KakaoTalk [23] at a low cost and with 100%
accuracy in our work (including encrypted traffic), but it
cannot identify mobile web browsers because web browsers
can connect to unlimited hosts with different subnets. For
mobile web browsers, the ³HTTP User-agent´ can be involved
in a mobile traffic classifier because ³HTTP User-agent´
characterizes the client application to select suitable operating
parameters for the session.
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and store packet information and application process names
separately. These results are sent to the mTMA Server
periodically. Since mobile devices have low computational
processing power, we do not tag the packets with application
names or convert captured packets to flows in the mobile
devices.

Fig. 1. Overall Mobile Traffic Classifier Generation system

B. Overall System Architecture
Fig. 1 depicts the architecture of our proposed automated
classifier generation system. In our proposed system, mTMAs
are installed on several mobile devices and collect ground truth,
such as which mobile applications are connected to our campus
Wi-Fi network and generating traffic. In the proposed
architecture, the Mobile Data Collection subsystem (S1)
collects application process names and partial packet
information, while Flow Capture subsystem (S2) captures all
packets using the Internet. The Classifier Generation & Test
subsystem (S3) then unifies the information from these two
components to generate mobile traffic classifiers.
In our proposed architecture, packet capture is carried out
in both subsystems S1 and S2 because of the packet capture
loss that occurs when we use the mTMAs. To check the packet
capture loss in the mTMAs, we simultaneously captured
mobile traffic using mTMAs in S1 and the packet capturer in
S2, then compared the number of captured packets. Table I
presents the packet loss ratio for various types of mobile
applications when we execute an mTMA on a single-core
smartphone (Samsung Galaxy S). The total packet loss ratio for
all the mobile applications in our experiment was 62.0%,
which is very high. Multimedia mobile applications had the
highest packet loss, which implies that playing videos requires
heavy resources of mobile devices, and mTMAs cannot capture
all the packets when the packet flow rate is very high.
Therefore, we utilized the data captured in S2 to make the
incomplete data captured in S1 complete.
1) The Mobile Data Collection Subsystem (S1)
This subsystem is composed of mTMAs (C1-1) and an
mTMA Server (C1-2). The role of this subsystem is to mark
application process names on all the flows from mobile
devices. First, mTMAs running in mobile devices capture all
the packets (the first twenty bytes) using the libpcap library [17]

Fig. 2 illustrates the interaction between the mTMAs and
the mTMA Server. We use internal socket information in the
mobile operating system to obtain application process names
for the generated traffic. For TCP protocol packets, we tag only
the application names for TCP SYN packets in order to reduce
tagging overhead which consumes a lot of resources in mobile
devices. Next, the mTMA Server aggregates all the information
collected from the mTMAs, matches packet information to
application process names, and converts packet-level network
information with application names to flow-level information.
2) The Flow Capture Subsystem (S2)
This subsystem is used in our proposed system to capture
all the packets with full payload data. First, the Packet Capturer
(C2-1) captures the traffic generated from all devices. The
Flow Generator (C2-2) then converts packet-level information
captured from our campus junctions into flow-level
information. Flow-level network information includes a tuple
of {source IP address, source port number, destination IP
address, destination port number, protocol type} WKH IORZ¶V
start time, the number of packets per flow, the flow duration
and the flow size in bytes. This component stores the payload
for the first 10 outbound and inbound packets because the first
few packets of a flow are enough to guarantee highly accurate
traffic identification [18]. We ascertain the start of the flow by
analyzing SYN packets and the end of the flow by observing
when FIN/RST packets or flow timeout occurs [19]. Finally,
the Flow Server (C2-3) manages flow-level traffic data using a
database to support fast access from the Classifier Generator
(C3-1).
3) The Classifier Generation & Test Subsystem (S3)
The Classifier Generator (C3-1) performs an automated
classifier generation process. Inputs to this component are
provided as database tables from the mTMA Server (C1-2) and
the Flow Server (C2-3). This component first matches
application-level information on the mTMA Server and flowlevel payload information on the Flow Server using our
proposed flow matching algorithm. It first automatically
generates classifier candidates by enumerating packet or flow
fields from matched results. Then, it checks the accuracy of
each available classifier candidate to determine whether it
Mobile Device
Mobile App. 1
Mobile App. 2
...

TABLE I. Packet Loss Ratio in mTMAs
Category
Mobile
Packet Loss Ratio
Average
Application 1st
2nd
3rd
Multimedia YouTube 72.7% 73.4% 71.2%
72.4%
Browser
Internet
27.7% 20.5% 18.4%
22.2%
Messaging KakaoTalk,
58.7%
5.1%
4.3%
22.7%
& SNS
Facebook
(Total)
  


Campus
Network

Mobile App. n

Standard
Deviation
0.011
0.049
0.312


Network Interface
Application Traffic

mTMA Server

mTMA Client
Pcap
library

App.
Finder
Kernel

Receiver
Archive of
Packet Summary &
Application Process
Names

Flow
Generator

Fig. 2. Interaction between the mTMAs and the mTMA Server
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Algorithm 1. Flow Matching for TCP packets
00:
01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:
07:
08:
09:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

procedure TCPFlow_Matching()
for each item in Msubtuple
T ˥ subset of Tsubtuple that matches <dst_ip,
dst_port, dst_proto> for item within time period
if # of T for exact matching <pktno, bytes> = 1 then
Insert <appname, dst_ip, dst_port, flow_info, payload> into R
end if
else if # of T for exact matching <pktno> = 1 then
Insert <appname, dst_ip, dst_port, flow_info, payload> into R
end if
else if # of T more or less <pktno> than item=1 then
Insert <appname, dst_ip, dst_port, flow_info, payload> into R
end if
else
Perform Match payloadp and payload for item and T
if # of matched results = 1 then
Insert <appname, dst_ip, dst_port, flow_info, payload>
into R
end if
end if
end for
return R
end procedure

conflicts with other existing classifiers and whether its
accuracy is acceptable or not. The automated classifier
generation algorithm is required to produce classifiers that
identify mobile applications.
The purpose of the Classifier Publisher (C3-2) is to
organize the classifiers produced by the Classifier Generator
and publish them so as to enable users to utilize the generated
classifiers in various ways. Since our proposed system
automatically generates classifiers for each mobile application,
the generated classifiers may not be optimized to support lower
cost of operations. For example, the function one of the
payload classifier rules for mobile web browser identification
is to match the long string (see Table IV) with the ³HTTP
User-agent´ fields of a payload. However, only ³Android
2.3.3´, ³SHW-M110S´, and ³GINGERBREAD´ substrings in
³HTTP User-agent´ proved to be meaningful payloads for
identifying this mobile application when we analyzed this
payload manually. Users check the classifiers generated using
this component and they can optimize the produced classifiers.
Finally, the Traffic Identification System (C3-3) uses the
produced classifiers to identify mobile applications. This
component carries out traffic identification using our generated
classifiers. By analyzing the results coming from this
component, we can validate the accuracy of our proposed
classifiers and understand the usage of various mobile
applications across captured packet traces.
IV.

APPLICATION CLASSIFIER GENERATION ALGORITHMS

In this section, we first explain the flow matching algorithm
used in our proposed architecture. We then propose a classifier
generation algorithm that adaptively tries and selects
classification rules from low cost to higher cost rules.
A. The Flow Matching Algorithm
The flow information collected from the Internet junction
can complement the incomplete information in the mTMAs.
However, most Wi-Fi networks use network address translator
(NAT) functionality [15]. In a NAT environment, the source IP
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addresses of devices are hidden behind the public IP addresses
of Wi-Fi access points (APs), and source port numbers are also
assigned randomly. This prevents us from precisely matching
flows using 5-tuple information because source addresses and
port numbers are useless. To solve this problem, we propose a
heuristic matching algorithm to find corresponding mTMA
traffic in the Internet junction traffic.
Because of NAT functionality in Wi-Fi APs, only the
destination IP address, the destination port number, and
protocols can be used to directly compare data in the mTMA
Server and Flow Server. We applied a heuristic algorithm that
makes use of other flow properties shown in Algorithm 1. For
each item of flow information stored in the mTMA Server
(Msubtuple), we try to find the corresponding mobile traffic in the
Flow Server data (Tsubtuple) to the extent possible. Our heuristic
algorithm divides the matching flow procedures into four cases:
(1) Packet and Byte matching (lines 3±5); (2) Packet matching
(lines 6±8); (3) More or Less Packet matching (lines 9±11); and
(4) Payload matching (lines 12±17).
For each item that contains flow information and an
application process name obtained from the mTMAs, the flows
that might be matched in the backbone are flows whose start
time is almost the same. The algorithm first matches each item
from an mTMA to candidates in the backbone using the
number of packets and transferred bytes assuming that the
number of packets from the mTMAs is reliable. Although
packet losses can occur in the P70$¶V IORZ WKLV DOJRULWKP
uses the number of packets with confidence at the beginning
because matching the number of packets and transferred bytes
requires less computational power than matching payload bytes.
If no backbone flow or more than one backbone flow is
matched to one mTMA flow, then we set the transferred bytes
as a non-trust value.
Wi-Fi and wired LANs use different physical layer
protocols, and each such protocol can insert different additional
trailer bytes for each packet. Therefore, this algorithm only
trusts destination IP addresses and destination port numbers,
and finds whether there is only one flow in the backbone for a
row in the mTMAs. If several candidates match a row in the
mTMAs, this algorithm compares the payload data between a
row in the mTMAs and candidates in the backbone flows. If
there are still two or more candidates per row in the mTMAs,
this means that the algorithm cannot determine a matching
result. In this case, we infer that several identical mobile
devices have generated the same or similar traffic.
B. The Adaptive Classifier Generation Algorithm
The input needed for the classifier generation procedure
comes from our flow matching algorithm described in Section
IV.A. We divide the flows into HTTP and non-HTTP flows
because HTTP traffic comprises a high percentage of mobile
traffic. HTTP payloads have ³HTTP Host´ and ³HTTP Useragent´ fields that can easily be used to identify mobile
applications. For non-HTTP protocol flows, we apply the LCS
algorithm [2]. The proposed classifier testing mechanism can
then determine classifiers automatically with acceptable
accuracy.
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TABLE II. Captured Packet Trace Information
Start
End
Total
Date
Time
Time
Packets
June 12,
21:03:37 22:02:32 66,578,145
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Fig. 3. Flowchart for the Automated Classifier Generation Algorithm

Fig. 3 gives a flowchart for our automated classifier
generation algorithm. Our approach to determining classifiers
involves selecting low-cost, key rules iteratively for each
mobile application, then testing whether the generated
classifiers can identify mobile applications while assuring
acceptable accuracy. We apply our classifiers in the following
rule-based order: destination port numbers, destination IP
addresses, subnet of destination IP addresses, ³HTTP Host´ &
³HTTP User-agent´ fields for HTTP application protocols, and
common payload strings for non-HTTP application protocols.
Selected classifier candidates are tested by checking for
conflicts and examining the accuracy of the selected classifier
candidates. When there is no conflict between the selected
classifier candidates and the accuracy is within a predetermined threshold, we regard the candidates as available
classifiers for that mobile application and these classifiers can
use traffic identification. When none of the selected classifier
candidates identifies a specific mobile application above the
accuracy threshold, the proposed algorithm determines that it
cannot classify the mobile application.
V.

VALIDATION

In this section, we validate our proposed mobile traffic
classifier generation system and evaluate the accuracy of the
generated classifiers. In the evaluation, we applied our system
to our campus network environment.
A. The Mobile Packet Capture Environment
We collected mobile packet traces from the dormitory
Internet junction at POSTECH, a university with a dormitory
population of approximately 4,000 students and researchers.
All dormitory users are connected to the university network by
means of wired LAN connections or 1,000 deployed Wi-Fi
APs. To avoid any possibility of packet loss, we used a
monitoring probe equipped with an optical tap and Endace
DAG 4.3GE card [20] to monitor the 500Mbps Ethernet link.
Our proposed system utilized this environment to provide

TABLE III. Selected Mobile Applications & Categories
Defined
Mobile
Actual Mobile
Category
Protocol
Application
application
Name
Multimedia
YouTube, Daum
HTTP
Player
TV Pot, JJangLive
Multimedia
YouTube
YouTube
HTTP
JJangLive
JJangLive
HTTP, Proprietary
Browser
Web browser
Internet
HTTP, HTTPS
Facebook
Facebook for
HTTP, HTTPS,
Messaging
Android
Proprietary
& SNS
KakaoTalk
KakaoTalk
HTTP, HTTPS
Android
Android
HTTP, HTTPS
Market
Market
Market
T Store
T Store
HTTP, HTTPS

payload data in order to generate classifiers and perform traffic
identification using captured traces. We captured our campus
dormitory mobile traffic using the tcpdump tool [17]. To filter
the mobile traffic, we used the IP addresses of the dormitory
Wi-Fi APs as filtering rules for the tcpdump tool. Our campus
Wi-Fi APs use NAT functionality, which requires the flow
matching algorithm in our proposed architecture. Table II
illustrates the mobile traffic information used in the validation
of our proposed system.
B. The Selected Applications and Generated Classifiers
We focused on four popular categories and a total of nine
mobile applications for mobile traffic identification. We
implemented mTMAs for the Android platform and chose
Android mobile applications. Table III presents the selected
applications along with their categories, defined mobile
application name, actual mobile application names, and the
application protocols used. From the mobile traffic in Table II,
our deployed system generated mobile traffic classifiers using
our proposed adaptive algorithm. The resulting classifiers
generated are presented in Table IV.
The threshold value we used was the number of distinct
classifier items in conjunction with accuracy. For example,
when we tested the KakaoTalk mobile application, the number
of distinct ports detected was two (port 80 and 443), but the
accuracy with regards to the port classifier was 259.4%, which
means that it over-detected this mobile application. Twelve
different IP addresses associated with KakaoTalk traffic were
collected, signifying that an IP address classifier cannot be a
candidate for the KakaoTalk classifier because of the many
number of IP addresses associated with it. Since there were two
distinct IP subnets, we tried using IP subnet as a candidate for
the classifier. The accuracy was 100%, and the adaptive
algorithm thus selected IP subnet as the classifier for the
KakaoTalk mobile application.
C. Validation of the Generated Classifiers
We carried out mobile traffic identification using the
generated mobile traffic classifiers illustrated in Table IV in
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TABLE IV. Generated Mobile Traffic Classifiers
Mobile
Application
Name
Media
player
YouTube

Classifier
Type
HTTP
User-Agent
HTTP
User-Agent

JJangLive

IP

Web
browser

HTTP
User-Agent

Facebook
KakaoTalk
Android
Market #1
(Download)
Android
Market #2
(Search)
T Store

HTTP Host
Subnet

Classifier
stagefright/1.1 (Linux;Android 2.3.3)
stagefright/1.1 (Linux;Android 2.3.4)
Android-YouTube/2 (SHW-M110S
GINGERBREAD); gzip
110.45.160.213, 110.45.160.215,
211.115.90.136
Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 2.3.3; kokr; SHW-M110S Build/GINGERBREAD)
AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1
Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; U; Android 2.3.4; kokr; XT800W Build/MIUI)
AppleWebKit/533.1 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Version/4.0 Mobile Safari/533.1
facebook.com, ak.fbcdn.net
110.76.140.0/24, 203.246.172.0/24

HTTP
User-Agent

AndroidDownloadManager

HTTP
User-Agent

Android-Market/2 (SHW-M110S
GINGERBREAD); gzip

PORT

444, 8205, 9104, 9200, 9401

that the IP type classifier for the JJangLive mobile application
cannot cover all the traffic from those applications. When we
analyze the Facebook mobile application traffic, not only
HTTP traffic but also HTTPS and its proprietary protocol are
captured. We surmise that the generated classifier for the
Facebook mobile application also cannot identify Facebook
HTTPS or its proprietary protocol traffic. Although the recall
values for these two mobile applications are low, the precision
is high, which means that these classifiers can identify mobile
applications without errors.
Finally, we estimated the population proportion with 95%
confidence. We used a confidence interval (5) that indicated
the reliability of our estimate. The overall estimated
identification accuracy was 99.23 ± 0.0007% (flow size) and
83.85 ± 1.4736% (number of flows).
ොሺͳ െ ොሻ
ොሺͳ െ ොሻ
ො െ ݖఈȀଶ ඨ
൏  ൏ ො  ݖఈȀଶ ඨ
ǡ ݖ݁ݎ݄݁ݓఈȀଶ ൌ ͳǤͻሺͷሻ



VI.

TABLE V. Mobile Traffic Identification Result using the Generated
Classifiers
Mobile
Classified
False
False
Precisi
Recall
Application
traffic
negative positive
on (%)
(%)
Name
(kB)
(kB)
(kB)
Media player
369,364
0
0
100.00
100.00
YouTube
5,814
0
0
100.00
100.00
JJangLive
52
155
6
89.18
25.01
Web browser
15,822
109
2,729
85.29
99.32
SearchBox
17
0
0
100.00
99.57
Facebook
750
1,130
80
90.34
39.88
KakaoTalk
6,221
0
0
100.00
100.00
Android
123,923
0
0
100.00
100.00
Market #1
Android
1,870
88
0
100.00
95.50
Market #2
T Store
91,932
0
490
99.47
100.00
Total mTMA
615,763 kB
Log Traffic

order to check the accuracy of the classifiers generated. Table
V shows the mobile traffic identification results in terms of
flow size for classified (true positive) traffic, false negative and
positive traffic, precision and recall. Precision (1) is the
fraction of traffic results that are relevant to the classification
and recall (2) is the fraction of traffic results that are relevant to
the classifier successfully created. We can calculate the overall
Accuracy (3) of our mobile traffic identification. The overall
accuracy was 99.23% in our experiment.
ሾ݁ݒ݅ݐ݅ݏ݁ݑݎݐሿ
ሺͳሻ
ሾ݁ݒ݅ݐ݅ݏ݁ݑݎݐሿ    ሾ݂݈ܽ݁ݒ݅ݐ݅ݏ݁ݏሿ
ሾ݁ݒ݅ݐ݅ݏ݁ݑݎݐሿ
ሺʹሻ
ܴ݈݈݁ܿܽ ൌ 
ሾ݁ݒ݅ݐ݅ݏ݁ݑݎݐሿ    ሾ݂݈ܽ݁ݒ݅ݐܽ݃݁݊݁ݏሿ
ሾ݁ݒ݅ݐ݅ݏ݁ݑݎݐሿ    ሾ݁ݒ݅ݐܽ݃݁݊݁ݑݎݐሿ
ሺ͵ሻ
 ݕܿܽݎݑܿܿܣൌ 
݈݈ܽ݊݅ݐ݂ܽܿ݅݅ݏݏ݈݂݂ܽܿܿ݅ܽݎݐݎ݂݀݁ݏݑ݂݂ܿ݅ܽݎݐ

CONCLUSIONS

Although there have been various studies on application
traffic identification, to the best of our knowledge, none of the
research has investigated accurate mobile application traffic
identification. As the number of mobile devices and the volume
of traffic they generate are increasing, identifying mobile
applications is one important step toward providing stable and
seamless mobile services using Wi-Fi or 3G networks. The
proposed classifier generation system is focused on
overcoming some of the limitations inherent in taking
measurements on a mobile device, while the automated
classifier generation algorithm is aimed at reducing human
effort and providing accurate or detailed application-level
information on mobile traffic.
In terms of the present research, the most important future
work is to increase the accuracy of the generated classifiers.
Other major future work is to develop mTMAs for other
mobile device platforms such as iOS, Blackberry, and
Windows Phone 7 in order to extract various type of mobile
traffic. To decrease the high packet capture loss in mobile
devices, we will investigate how we can lower the loss (e.g.
dual-core smartphones). Furthermore, we will perform
comparative application-level measurement analyses between
mobile and non-mobile traffic, or Wi-Fi and 3G network traffic
to ascertain the different characteristics of network traffic.
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The recall values for the JJangLive (25.01%) and Facebook
(39.88%) mobile applications are remarkably low. We surmise
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